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Abstract - News articles are the basic structured as well as

1) Classification

unstructured and text formatted data, which lead it to become
the point of interest to the researchers. Various researches like
classification of news articles according to domain depending
on region or the area of interest of people using various
machine learning techniques, sentiment analysis over the news
articles using the emotional dictionary, text summarization on
the news data so as to reduce the bulkiness of data, Special
Character recognition using the Natural Language
Processing(NLP), Graphical representation of News articles
using the visualization terms etc. Below paper gives a survey
on various techniques used to perform such tasks on the News
Articles and its data part.

2) Clustering
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Sentiment Analysis, Natural Language Processing(NLP),
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First part of any of the approach is gathering and preprocessing of data [7][8][9]. Before Performing any of the
methodology the researches have performed somewhat type
of Natural Language Processing operations so as to get the
required features which are nothing but the words as the
news data is a textual formatted data [9].

3) Sentiment Analysis
4) Data Visualization
5) Text Summarization
The rest of the paper carries the methodologies performed
by researchers considering their respective aspects and
conclusion dependent on it.

2. Methodologies Used:

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Classification:

News Data is one of the structured as well as unstructured
formatted data, which carries attributes like source, date,
location, author, headline text, detailed data. To extract
features from the textual data, now a day we prefer the
Natural Language Processing approach, which deals with all
of the language and text related aspects[7][8][9].

Classification is the task of mapping the input the to the
respective output variables. The classification is divided into
two types i.e. binary classification (e.g. Yes/No) and multiclass classification. Various techniques and algorithms are
used for the task of classification e.g. Decision Tree, C 4.5, J 48,
Random Forest, Neural Networks, etc[1].

Natural Language Processing(NLP) is the technique to
perform various lingual operations over the textual
formatted data. NLP performs various operations like stop
words removal, word count generations, features of textual
data which are nothing but the words which are going to be
used further for the task of performing various classification
and other machine learning tasks[5].

Different methodologies have been used for the purpose
of classification on the news data, Machine Learning
Techniques such as Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine,
Multi-layer Perceptron, Multi-Nomial Naive Bayes, Multilayer Neural Network, CNN Networks, Classification Tree
algorithms such as Decision Trees, Random Forest, Deep
Learning approach for the classification purpose has been
also used for the news articles according to the domain and
particular region [7][8][9].

Machine Learning is the new trending phenomenon now a
day, as everyone needs somewhat type of intelligence and
automation in their respective aspects, so lots of research is
going on in this domain[4]. Machine Learning algorithms and
techniques are mainly classified into two main classes i.e.
Supervised and Unsupervised Techniques. Supervised
techniques are the techniques which are dependent on class
variables i.e. the input variables are relates only to the
defined output variables e.g. Classification, whereas in
unsupervised learning we have only input variables, we do
not have pre-defined class for them e.g. Clustering[4].
On the News data Different researcher have performed
different-different researches such as:
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Fig -1: Classification of News Articles
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1.2 Clustering
Clustering is the task of merging up the similar type of
input elements into groups and different type into another
group. In clustering approach, the main goal is to reduce the
intra-cluster distance and increase the inter cluster distance.
Various algorithms are been used for the task of clustering
such as K-means, K-medoid, Hierarchical Clustering, etc. [3].

Fig -2: Sentiment Analysis for News Articles

Clustering approach for the news headlines generates the
groups which were having the same domain or the same
region from which that news came. One of the researcher
used MCL clustering approach for the clustering approach
[10]. Another researcher used the graph based sequencing
clustering approach for the purpose of clustering and then
using those clusters he created the news retrieval system
[11].

1.4 Data Visualization
Data Visualization is the technique which is used for
representing the data and required aspects in the
diagrammatic and graphical format. Data Visualization gives
the animated view of any situation or data-set by which
person makes his decision and performs various imagery
operation [6].
Data visualization on news articles gives the animated or
the graphical representation of the news data [21]. One of
the researchers used the graphical representation of news
data so as to predict the future relationship among the past
data [17].

1.5 Text Summarization
Text summarization is the process of reducing the size of
textual information using the NLP and various machine
learning techniques. Word stemming concept is mainly used
for the task of text summarization [22].

Fig -2: Clustering Approach for News Articles

1.3 Sentiment Analysis

As the News data contains bulky articles, some of the
readers don't want to read those bulky articles so the text
summarization helps them to understand the articles in brief
manner. One of the author have used the process as they first
converted the data into tokens, then removed the stop words
and performed the word stemming on that. They converted
all information letters into small letters and represented
them using the mathematical count using the matrix
representation and calculated the TF-IDF count and
generated the summarized information [22].

Sentiment analysis is a task of generating opinion.
Sentiment analysis takes various features as input and
generates the opinion regarding various attributes and
aspects e.g.{good-bad, yes- no} using the defined keyword or
emotions defined [2]. Various methods such as the neural
networks ,Support vector machine(SVM), Naive Bayes
Algorithm are being used for the purpose of sentiment
analysis [12][15][16].
sentiment analysis has been used for multiple purposes on
news data, such as finding whether news should be read by
kids or not [15], giving opinion on NEWS data using various
emotional dictionary words will show what to read or what
to not. One of the researcher have used the news data so as
to find-out the customer behaviour and what he buys most
using the sentiment analysis [14]. One of the researcher
identified the various articles which were somewhat
criminal or which were Terrorist activity related [16]. One of
the researchers have used sentiment analysis for the
measurement of credidibilty of news articles, so that a
person will decide whether to read that news or not [22].
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3. CONCLUSIONS
News articles are the textual formatted data, which can be
used as structured as well as in unstructured manner.
Various researchers have contributed lots of researches in
respect to news articles such as classification, clustering,
sentiment analysis, text summarization, visualization. Each
and every researcher used various algorithms which were
either of machine learning or of their respective approach
for the respective task and they got their results accordingly.
For the task of calculation and accuracy measurement and
calculating false rate they have used the Score matrices, TFIDF count, Confusion matrices as per their requirement and
need.
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IEEE First Ukraine Conference on Electrical and
Computer Engineering (UKRCON).

The future scope of this survey is to gain more and more
information and knowledge regarding researches which
were conducting on the news data, and using this approach
and studying those approaches so as to understand news
data and all intelligence related aspect to it in depth
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